Chapter 1
Histories of Medical Geography

CONEVERY BOLTON VALENČIUS

Like would-be claimants arguing over a family inheritance, different disciplines have created different genealogies of medical geography, even as they share an interest in capturing its riches. Over the course of the twentieth century, historians of medicine and geographers have each created their own histories of the relations between health and environment. Yet for both historians and geographers, medical geography has offered the tantalizing possibility for linking historical insight with the concerns of current practice. Again and again, this imperative has structured historical narratives, even as the details differ according to allegiance.

The founders of the modern discipline of the history of medicine in Europe and the United States imbued the young field with a profound sense of the importance of geographic understanding. In the 1930s and 1940s, as the "polymathic Leipzig students", the German-trained cadre of Henry Sigerist, George Rosen, and Erwin Ackerknecht, along with the American Fielding H Garrison, fanned out across the American academic world, they were united not only by an energetic interest in the history of medicine, but by an enduring fascination for the relations between history,
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Much of this history has been developed in discussions at the conference 'Medical Geography in Historical Perspective', convened June 1996 by Nicolaas A Rupke, at Georg-August-Universität, Göttingen. My gratitude goes to those participants for expanding my understanding of the field. I would also like to thank Warwick Anderson, Alix Cooper, and Lisa M Herschbach for thought-provoking discussions of the historical understandings of health and place. My great thanks also to Wilbert M Gesler for his extremely helpful guidance into some of the crucial issues of contemporary medical geography, as well as to Michael Dorn for additional citations. I very much appreciate Warwick Anderson's and Alix Cooper's detailed and thoughtful commentaries on earlier drafts of this essay. These excellent colleagues may not agree with every aspect of this history, but their comments, suggestions, references, and arguments have immeasurably strengthened it.
geography, and disease. Each of these figures—founding fathers of a field that was so strenuously to resist a historiography of founding fathers—worked to trace how diseases had spread through time, and how practitioners had understood the shifting location and environmental dependence of disease.

These leading historians of medicine in the United States advocated medical geography as a form of social analysis, proclaiming historical medical geography as both historical tool and social critique. Their scholarship was impelled by a progressive vision of enlightened humanism (and in the case of Sigerist, a more formal socialism). Attention to the environmental dimensions of health and disease, they argued, bore with it the possibility for cross-cultural analysis and better understanding of different peoples through time. It was tied with the project of social medicine in both theory and practice.

In these decades of the early twentieth century, medicine was undergoing one of its periodic transformations. New models for disease; new machines, drugs, and therapies; and newly-powerful institutions made a decisive break from the accretive, syncretic medical understanding of much of the nineteenth century. “Germ theory” became therapeutically efficacious as well as theoretically energizing: “modern medicine” had emerged. As Allan M Brandt has observed, many medical writings became, quite suddenly, texts in the history of medicine, rather than guides to its practice. The discipline of the history of medicine largely emerged out this disjunction. Yet for this singularly influential group of German clinician/historians of early- and mid-century, medical geography came to serve as a bridge over the growing gap between medical history and medical practice. Medical geography was a way to recapture the long history of medicine as a vital inspiration for contemporary theory and practice, rather than as a dusty attic in which ageing practitioners could indulgently rummage.


2 Richard S Shroyock is also a major figure, though one based in somewhat different traditions. In addition to the works by these scholars cited elsewhere in this review, see Fielding H Garrison, ‘Medical Geography and Geographic Medicine’, Bulletin of the New York Academy of Medicine, 1932, 8 (10): 593–612; and idem, ‘Persian Medicine and Medicine in Persia: A Geomedical Survey’, Bulletin of the Institute of the History of Medicine, 1933, 1 (4): 129–73.

3 Contemporary scholarship elsewhere points to other possible meanings for a location-specific medicine. Also writing in the early 1930s, the German scholar Heinz Zeiss offered a vision of medical geography informed by nationalistic sentiments and a deep suspicion of the Soviet Union (see, inter alia, Heinz Zeiss, ‘Die Notwendigkeit einer deutschen Geomedizin’, Zeitschrift für Geopolitik, 1932, 9 (8): 474–83). Zeiss cited Nazi theorists as he pushed for greater attention to Geomedizin. His work offers one avenue of research into the problematic connections in the modern world between ideas of medical localization and national identity (interested readers are recommended to Warwick Anderson for future work in this area).


5 In the same way that, as Michael Osborne has observed of the nineteenth-century French experience, Hippocratic medicine and medical geography “appeared as a sort of bridge—one of the few—between the metropolitan world of their medical training and the new world of sand and fevers encountered in Egypt and Algeria” (Michael A Osborne, ‘Resurrecting Hippocrates: Hygienic Sciences and the French Scientific Expeditions to Egypt, Mores and Algeria’, in David Arnold (ed.), Warm Climates and Western Medicine: The Emergence of Tropical Medicine, 1500–1900, Clio Medica, no. 35, Amsterdam and Atlanta, Rodopi, 1996, pp. 80–98, p. 86.
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The first issue of the *Bulletin of the History of Medicine* reveals the agenda of these forebears of contemporary history of medicine. The inaugural issue of what was to become a flagship journal featured introductions by Garrison and Sigerist to the history and geography of disease. The central question of such scholarship is how elements in an environment—including climate, vegetation, miasmas, weather, moisture, heat, winds, disease-carrying organisms, precipitation, or urban pollution—affect the health of the local population. From this study derives medical topography, which has come to use mapping as a central conceptual tool in discussing the health/environment relationships in a given area.

The scholarship of this influential group was at once an effort to preserve a history and to create a future. In one 1946 article, George Rosen sought to establish Leonhard Ludwig Finke as a pivotal figure, commending the late-eighteenth-century scientist as the author of “the first comprehensive medical geography.” Rosen later emphasized in his preface to Ackerknecht’s *History and Geography of the Most Important Diseases* that “the geography and the history of disease” merits study for its “practical” applications. Piece by piece, he attempted to recreate a history that might inform clinical concerns. Rosen’s and his peers’ interest in medical geography as a field of historical research and simultaneously of contemporary practice was to be foundational, though not without contest. In 1993, Frank Barrett celebrated in *Social Science and Medicine* the 200th anniversary of the publication of Finke’s major work. In so doing, Barrett criticized Rosen’s translation and historical account of Finke, and he also urged medical geographers to claim their own historical roots. Finke’s work was a validating resource for Barrett; he found a usable ancestor by rejecting, in part, an older tradition of scholarship represented by Rosen in favour of an analysis Barrett regarded as more oriented toward the needs of contemporary medical geographers.

The last third of the twentieth century continued to link medical geography with

---

7 Thanks to Warwick Anderson for this observation. See his ‘Disease, Race, and Empire’, *Bulletin of the History of Medicine*, 1996, 70: 62–7. This journal was originally titled *Bulletin of the Institute of the History of Medicine*.
9 These definitions are hardly stable: Michael Osborne, for instance, cites maps as central to the project of medical geography (see Chapter 2, p. 32).
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civilization, medicine, and the concerns of current practice, but this time largely through the efforts of geographers. Bench-marking and review articles again mark medical geography as a lively and self-conscious field in recent years, while survey texts on medical geography appearing since the 1970s attest to broad interest in these questions. During the publishing lifetimes of the founders of the history of medicine in the United States, geographers and epidemiologists enmeshed in the intricacies of bio-medical research rediscovered a discipline which Rosen argued had first flourished in the Enlightenment.

The history told or implied in such works emphasizes the links between historical practice and current concerns, between older investigations and those of the present day. Yet the history told by geographers in their debates with one another connects only hesitantly with the histories forwarded by historians and practitioners of medicine. Whether historical scholarship or practice-oriented calls to action, whether works by medical historians or by historical geographers, the last century's writing on medical geography has in common an appeal to a historiography that itself remains largely unknown. We have been drawing up family histories without talking with our cousins.

This essay offers a sprawling and many-branched family tree to these two disciplines. It reviews the history of how Western societies have understood the relationships between environments and human health, in order to account for the stories told

---

14 In addition to material cited elsewhere, see any of the many articles in the numerous "special issues" on medical geography of the journal Social Science and Medicine (these include 1977, 11: 14-16; 1978, 12 (3/4 D); 1979, 13D (4); 1980, 14D (1); 1981, 15D (1); 1986, 23 (10); 1988, 26 (1); 1991, 33 (4); 1990, 30 (1); 1993, 37 (6); 1998, 46 (6); and 2000, 50 (7-8)).
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by historians and geographers. This chapter provides a basic introduction to some of the movements and texts identified by existing scholarship in history and in geography as important, and it identifies areas that current scholarship fails to address. It is an attempt to bring together some of the forbears claimed by historians and by geographers, but not always shared, and often differently regarded.

Search for Ancestors

The history of medical geography, whether told by historians or by geographers, is marked by a search for ancestors, specific historical figures whose works can be seen as creating, summing up, or radically rejuvenating the study of the relations between health and environment. Almost all historical pieces—and a good many casual references—trace the genesis of the study of health and environment to the Hippocratic treatise On Airs, Waters, and Places.

A historical figure of the fifth to fourth centuries before the common era, the Greek physician Hippocrates is the symbolic author of a set of texts written largely by practitioners associated with the school of medicine on the island of Cos. The treatise On Airs, Waters, and Places is an argument for close observation of local characteristics, based on the premise that disease is a product of specific locales. It treats elements of the environment—changes in season, direction and force of wind, the type and source of waters, the level of heat, the directions toward which towns face and the overall climate of an area—as important factors in human illness and well-being. The work is deeply based in humoral theory, assuming a fundamental linkage between the humours (the fluids of the body’s interior) which regulated overall health and well-being, and the external forces capable of influencing the body’s humoral balance. Much of the work is a practical manual of treatment for travelling healers who would be confronted by patients in a variety of regions. It was to become an important intellectual resource for later healers wishing to claim a historic foundation for their work on environment and disease.

18 Calling the field “medical geography” has the virtue of clarity—and of emphasizing the many connections with the field of geography. A broader conception of “relationships between environments and human health”, however, draws connections with scholarship pre-dating the term “medical geography”.
19 Because of restrictions of both language and space, this paper does not address a large literature from Eastern Europe, Asia, and the former Soviet Union on medical geography. Learmonth, ‘Geographers and Health’, note 15 above, provides some comparative analysis of work on medical geography in North America and in the (then-) USSR.
20 For a telling critique of this search for ancestors, see Kari S McLeod, ‘Our Sense of Snow: The Myth of John Snow in Medical Geography’, Social Science and Medicine, 2000, 50: 923–35. One of the more intriguing possible pantheon members is Michel Foucault: see the thoughtful review by Chris Philo, ‘The Birth of the Clinic: an Unknown Work of Medical Geography’, Area, 2000, 32 (1): 11–19.
In most versions of the history of understandings of health and environment, Hippocrates’ text floats like a numerical constant, unchanged from era to era. The commentaries on the Hippocratic texts written by the Roman healer Galen in the second century of the common era helped keep them current in medical thinking; indeed, Galen based his own physiological thinking on the Hippocratic conception of health as founded on sets of four basic properties (hot, cold, wet, dry), and corresponding elements (earth, air, fire, water). Galen’s prolific writings became foundational to later eras: his imposing set of works, and the figure of Hippocrates looming behind them, dominate much of subsequent Western medical scholarship for centuries.22

In most accounts, the transmission of Hippocratic influence has been tied to the history of the document itself. The re-translation from Arabic sources of the Hippocratic collection thus provided thinkers—in this view of history—with the opportunity to knit back into the fabric of medical thinking a strand in danger of being permanently dropped.23 Renewed interest in investigating and defining health/environment relationships beginning in the late seventeenth century, with the investigations of scholars in Italy, France and Britain, are therefore seen as continuing the impetus of the ancient Greeks. The investigations of Thomas Sydenham into epidemics in London during the period 1661–1675 are cast in many works as particularly important for the development of a quantitative approach to the study of the environmental factors of illness. Sydenham’s work inspired Enlightenment physicians and scientists to develop the empirical study of relationships between climate, topography, weather, geography, and disease. A new science of medical meteorology emerged from this revitalization of medical environmental thinking.24 In the several traditions of medical geography that followed in the late eighteenth through the nineteenth century, Hippocratic influence (or imprimatur) remained an important element: Kenneth Thompson, for instance, cites the translation into English of Hippocrates in 1737 as a key ingredient of the “refurbished” environmental therapeutics operating in the American West in the nineteenth century.25

A continuing pantheon is credited with furthering Hippocrates’ investigations—though some of these figures explicitly rejected the Hippocratic mantle. Leonhard L. Finke’s Versuch einer allgemeinen medicinisch-praktischen Geographie of 1792–5 has been identified by many historians as summing up the current state of knowledge at the end of the eighteenth century and beginning the modern history of medical geography.26 August Hirsch’s ambitious Handbook of Geographical and Historical

---

23 Hannaway, op. cit., note 1 above, summarizes this standard story of the history of medical geography (on the Hippocratic textual tradition, see p. 296).
24 On Sydenham and seventeenth- and eighteenth-century medical meteorology, see, for example, Hannaway, op. cit., note 1 above, pp. 296–300.
26 On Finke, see Barrett, ‘Finke’s 1792 Map’, ‘A Medical Geography Anniversary’, and ‘“Scurvy” Lind’s Medical Geography’, notes 10, 12, and 13 above; and Rosen, ‘Introduction’ and ‘First Medical Geography’, both note 10 above.
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Pathology, originally published in Germany in the late nineteenth century and soon translated abroad, is frequently regarded as representing the epitome of nineteenth-century understanding of the interactions of health and environment. Frank A Barrett and Michael Dorn have similarly called attention to Daniel Drake as a prolific and conceptually important medical geographer within the American context.

Though ideas about how environments shape bodies have changed radically over several millennia, Hippocrates is portrayed as first laying out the crucial questions in the field. Several historians have investigated the reasons for this perception of continuity, which at disparate historical moments has brought the legitimation of antiquity and the sheen of Greek learning to contemporary endeavours.

Genevieve Miller argues that the Hippocratic treatise was influential in providing the authority and stability of a classic text for ideas about environment and health that did, in fact, change greatly over time. She observes that

Each age before the present one read into “Airs, Waters, and Places” what it wanted to find there, using it as an authority for current medical hypotheses by accommodating it to recent views. It was always possible to discount particular sections too divergent from contemporary thought while extolling others.

The Hippocratic account of the relationship of environment and health provided a relatively flexible framework for a belief in the relationship of place to health, one to which practitioners from the fifteenth century to the present have ever allegiance.

The “Hippocratic heritage” (used specifically as the title of one work on the history of ideas about weather and health) also had more historically particular uses. In several different national contexts, commitment to Hippocratic medicine was rhetorically and intellectually connected with a medicine of forthright, empirical, use-oriented investigation. Michael Osborne has outlined what he terms a “resurrection of Hippocratic medical theory” among the investigations undertaken by French army


physicians in the early nineteenth century. Medical professionals in expeditions to Egypt, parts of Greece, and Algeria found in a renewed Hippocratism a way of coming to terms with "a new world of sand and fevers" made accessible by France's colonial expansion. The classicist and armchair colonialist Émile Littré popularized the Hippocratic writings to a generation of military medical officers, for whom, Osborne argues, Hippocrates' attention to the characteristics of fever and the salubrity of environments "functioned as the progressive symbol of common sense and resonated with the utilitarian sensibilities of the scientists who worked on the periphery of empire".

A similar conceptual grouping occurred among American physicians of the same period. Medical geography became a widespread preoccupation of medicine in the United States in the early and middle nineteenth century. Discussing the fevers, diseases, and tendencies which proceeded from "new" lands to their new white inhabitants was a frequent theme of both social and medical works. Even back-country physicians investigated medical geographic questions; indeed, defining the medical geography of regions in the hinterlands was seen as integral to both the political and the social growth of the expanding republic. Medical geographies and medical topographies began to comprise a substantial literature, and articles on the relations between health and environment in regions of the United States filled the journals of local medical societies.

Early-nineteenth-century American thinkers had at their disposal a set of concepts about medical geography influenced by contemporary research by French, British, and German investigators. Despite these diverse influences, however, the practice of writing medical topographies and making observations about local disease environments was seen at the time as a continuation of the Hippocratic tradition. Hippocrates was frequently and proudly cited in American medical topographies.


32 Osborne, op. cit., note 6 above, p. 86.


36 "From the days of Hippocrates, the records of medical philosophy demonstrate that the phenomena of life are not the result of original organization only; but that the moral, intellectual, and physical capacities of man are subject to the influences of those causes, the aggregate of which constitutes climate". Quotation from a review of Samuel Forry, The Climate of the United States and its Endemic Influences. Based on the Records of the Medical Department and Adjutant General's Office, United States Army (New York, 1842), by 'CC' for The Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery, 1843, 7: 142–53, p. 146. Forry's was a major work: see Fleming, op. cit., note 30 above, pp. 68–70.
and physicians still read *On Airs, Waters, and Places* as an active resource (it was reprinted until well after the American Civil War).37

These self-perceived connections with Hippocratic thought have an important bearing upon the professional dynamics of American medicine in the first two-thirds of the nineteenth century.38 Medical practice at the time was a highly agonistic field, in which a variety of schools competed for income, for recognition, and for intellectual validity.39 As John Harley Warner has argued, the Hippocratic canon was used as an important professional—and professionalizing—resource by “regular” physicians, especially those influenced by or trained in European medical centres. “Regular” physicians cited Hippocrates as part of a rhetorical strategy contrasting their “rational” practice with the unnecessarily “ornate” explanatory systems of competing practitioners. Knowing the local environment according to the Hippocratic imperative was portrayed as empirical and a-theoretical—and therefore boldly democratic.40 Allegiance to a medical geography inspired by and continuous with Hippocratic tradition was thus part of the professional as well as intellectual contestation characterizing early American medicine.41 Warner’s article, however, points out the tensions inhering in such recruitment of heroes. He notes that both supporters and opponents of “regular” medicine used Hippocrates as a rhetorical resource: historical ancestors are easier to raise up than to control.

### Environment and Agency

Medical geography was for American physicians of the nineteenth century a mode of self-assertion. Other aspects of the history of medical geographical thinking may be similarly read as the history of efforts to assert control over territory both intellectual and physical. Concurrent with explicitly Hippocratic thought, the development and expansion of agency—of the individual and of the state—is a crucial element in many histories of medical geography.

In the early modern period, emerging European states’ need to define and strengthen

---

37 “The last reprinting of ‘Air, Waters, and Places’ for purely medical, and not medico-historical or philological, purposes took place in 1874”. Miller, op. cit., note 29 above, p. 139.

38 That is, while early-twenty-first-century historians might not want to write world history as a hero-story proceeding from the intellectual giants of ancient Greece, it is important to understand why nineteenth-century Americans—among other investigators—did so.


40 Although Warner does not make this argument, Hippocrates was part of a larger set of ancient Greek texts (including the Oath of Athens) used to link American democracy with that of classical Greece.

their own power laid the groundwork for an attention to local environments fundamental to later researches in "medical geography". As recent work by Alix Cooper has demonstrated, European texts, especially the increasingly popular "local botanies", began in the seventeenth century to identify the immediate environs as a critical locus of analysis. Much as statistical thinking would be propelled by the increasingly complex bureaucratic demands of central European states in the late Enlightenment, intense interest in the properties and resources of individual states fostered a broad range of investigations into local environments in the seventeenth century. Mercantilist thought spurred these concerns: nation-states of the early modern period had an increasing stake in understanding their own environments as well as foreign climes. The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries saw a rise in European interest in "the local" as empires of trade brought the exotic in. Ties between the emerging conceptions of localization, state self-definition, and medical ideas present a rich area of work for those interested in the histories of medical/environmental thinking, one which could build on an existing scholarship documenting growth in nationally-specific trends in medical geography in the eighteenth century.

Several historians have identified a second important conceptual shift on which later investigations into health and environment would be predicated. In the late eighteenth century, they have argued, medical and scientific thinkers began to imagine themselves as having the power not simply to research local environments, but to change or improve them. This approach to the environment lay the foundation for the confident assertions of knowledge of the natural world which would take place in the prolific medical geographic work of the nineteenth century.

James C Riley, in *The Eighteenth-Century Campaign to Avoid Disease*, argues for a crucial shift in thinking about health and the environment. Riley maintains that in the eighteenth century—specifically, in the 1740s—a renewed interest in Hippocratic notions of environment and disease combined with the tools of mathematical prediction, statistical analysis, and meteorological observation to produce a environmentalist medicine concerned with proactive measures to alter the environment’s

42 Mary Alexandra Cooper, 'Inventing the Indigenous: Local Knowledge and Natural History in the Early Modern German Territories', PhD dissertation, Department of the History of Science, Harvard University, 1998.
salubrity. He asserts a connection between medical geography and an increased confidence on the part of European intellectuals and scientists in their ability to understand and alter their environments.

Riley further contends that these environmental measures account in part for the fall in mortality in Europe from the late eighteenth century, although they were effective for reasons other than those put forward by their proponents. Eighteenth-century physicians attacked disease “indirectly and unwittingly”, he argues, but they did so effectively. His account restores both medicine and human agency to explanations of mortality decline. Historian Ludmilla Jordanova offers an account similar in its emphasis on power over the natural world. She contends that the 1790s witnessed a meshing of a number of approaches to the problem of the relationship between organism and environment. These concerns led to the melding of what had previously been aspects variously of the earth or the life sciences. Jordanova argues that this synthesis of earth science and environmental medicine was “embedded in all aspects of the life of the late Enlightenment”, and that it is reflected in the discussions about colonization of the Americas as well as in philosophical writings of the time. Through this synthesis, skills relating to the physical sciences entered the practices of medicine: the genre of medical cartography was born. Support for medical environmentalism, moreover, came easily from physicians eager to shore up a scientific rationale for their increased authority as arbiters of place as well as disease. As in John Harley Warner’s account, dynamics of the medical profession play a significant role in shaping understanding of health and place.

Fundamental to the changes that Jordanova documents, moreover, is a shift in the evaluation of the importance of human agency with respect to the natural environment. She argues that “the new sciences of life and those of the environment contained within them theories which opened up the possibility of manipulating and managing the relationship between human beings and their surroundings”. Earth science is in Jordanova’s account what alchemical ideas are in Francis Yates’ influential treatise on the Renaissance: that which empowered thinkers to view themselves as creative agents in the world. Man as magus or physician as manipulator of the natural world: in these accounts, changes in ideas about human agency are the central narrative.

---

46 Riley specifically cites “epidemiological action—drainage, lavation, ventilation, reinterment, and other similar measures” as “reducing human contact with disease-causing pathogens in the environment”. Riley, op. cit., note 45 above, xiii–xiv.


48 Jordanova, op. cit., note 47 above, p. 137.
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Other accounts of the history of relations between medicine and environment sharpen the focus on tools of exact measurement as that which granted authority over and knowledge of the natural world. Such a history of medical geography mirrors conventional understandings of the scientific revolution: in the European seventeenth century, crucial changes in the organization, the techniques, and the apparatus of the sciences fomented a fundamental change in the status of scientific observers, outfitting them skilfully to unravel the underlying truths of nature. In this history, measurement is central.

Many accounts of professional interest in health and natural surroundings portray developments in the ability quantitatively to measure aspects of the environment as pivotal. In the seventeenth century, improved techniques and technologies allowed more numerous, more precise, and a greater variety of measurements of the natural world. Bolstered by more sophisticated statistical analysis, these developments equipped observers of nature to make quantitatively-based conclusions and expanded the realm of individuals involved in the study of health and environment. Emerging statistical understanding called for large sets of measurements, often obtained by painstaking effort over long periods of time. The demand for voluminous and precise data led to the involvement of a broad spectrum of observers in the details of scientific measurement, and had the important secondary effect of giving rise to co-ordination of European national organizations in the eighteenth century, particularly in France and Germany.51 Medical geography became a kind of early “big science”.

By the early nineteenth century, techniques and assumptions of measurement, analysis and argument had been brought together into a set of practices centred around investigations of how environment determined human health. “Medical geography” had been articulated as a discipline encompassing elements of geography, meteorology, medicine, cartography, and geology. As Michael Osborne has noted, medical geography and medical topography were characterized above all by numerical, tabular, and cartographic display.52 Reports of the medical geography of particular areas in the United States throughout the nineteenth century, for instance, included detailed charts of wind direction and strength, humidity and daily temperature, rainfall, and other aspects of the measurable natural world.53 James Cassidy’s work on quantification as a central aspect of medical practice and professionalization during the decades before the American Civil War points toward


52 See Osborne’s essay, Chapter 2 in this volume. Mark Harrison, however, has drawn a distinction between medical geography and medical topography on these grounds, asserting that medical geography has a statistical basis that medical topography lacks (this came up in discussions at the conference ‘Medical Geography in Historical Perspective’).

these connections. Further work could be done to assess the role that concern for the health of environments played in the rise of quantification and measurement more generally.54

A further area of emerging scholarship has to do with European territorial expansion. The mastery over environment implied in the increasingly bold claims of medical geographers is intimately linked with the development of state consciousness and state power, and was profoundly influenced by the demands of European colonization.55 A number of historians have emphasized the fear of hot climates in the European experience of colonial settlement from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries.56 The very organization of medical geography was shaped by its colonial context: medical geography was created as a field primarily by military physicians and those connected with militarily-enforced settlement. Priorities reflected the demands of troop deployment and military expansion.57

European colonial ventures were intimately connected with theories of race. Medical geography, as enunciated in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,

54 James Cassedy's brief survey text, Medicine in America: A Short History, Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991, takes as its theme environment and medicine; it provides a useful beginning for such works and suggests the fruitfulness for the history of medicine of attention to environment as an organizing principle. In other works, Cassedy has detailed the efforts of American physicians in the colonial period to use often-undependable scientific instruments to make climatic and meteorological measurements (see James H Cassedy, Medicine and American Growth, 1800–1860, Madison, University of Wisconsin Press, 1986, especially chapter 3, 'Medical Geography of a Growing Nation', pp. 33–59, and his 'Meteorology and Medicine in Colonial America: Beginnings of the Experimental Approach', Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences, 1969, 24 (2): 193–204). Genevieve Miller (op. cit., note 29 above) also emphasizes the significant change in the reception of medical environmental theories during the seventeenth century, when physicians began actively to test and further ancient theories using new scientific tools and techniques.


57 Osborne and Harrison, both in this volume, and others have noted the strong connections between medical geography and military projects; James Cassedy's work on demography in American medicine touches on these connections (Cassedy, Medicine and American Growth, note 54 above).
provided formal structure for an environmental discourse on race and racial difference. Professional publications buttressed widespread American and European perceptions that races were fitted for certain environments, and those environments only. The different climates of exotic sites came in colonizers’ perception to represent a danger at once moral, physical, and racial. Hot climates threatened individual Europeans’ bodies: they might perish with unaccustomed diseases, the fat in their bodies might melt or burst into flames, and their brains could become unaccountably addled. The looseness and laxity associated with the torpor of hot environments—from New Orleans to Bangalore—similarly heralded dangers to moral self-discipline. These changes, moreover, threatened to deform racial identity: Europeans out of their God-given (or evolutionarily-appropriate) environment would become degenerate, more primitive and less civilized, like the native peoples from whom they sought to differentiate themselves. Degeneration, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century observers feared, would pass itself along a racial line—especially one weakened by the “miscegenation” which Europeans saw taking place in “frontier” regions, watering down and diluting original racial stock.

Such ideas about “otherness”, race, and environment express complicated aspects of European and American states’ colonial ventures. While much of the work on colonial and state expansionist medical geography focuses on the ways in which explorers or settlers saw land as different from that to which they were accustomed, Mark Harrison’s work on the colonial medical geographies of British India points out that medical geography could be used to frame environments as essentially similar—different “in degree”, rather than in kind. Harrison’s discussion also highlights ways in which research on medical geography contributes to an expanding study of colonialism: medical geography as colonial knowledge in India, he argues, was heterogeneous and changed over time, often because of shifting degrees of pessimism about the military and cultural success of the British colonial venture in India. Medical geography in his account expresses the

---

58 Both before and after modern concepts of species evolution.


60 Mark Harrison’s article appears as Chapter 3 in this volume; see also his Climates and Constitutions: Health, Race, Environment and British Imperialism in India, 1600–1850, New Delhi and New York, Oxford University Press, 1999. For observations of radical difference from accustomed environments, see also my and Michael Osborne’s contributions to this volume.
vulnerability and changeability as well as the confidence and hegemony of European territorial expansion.61

This emphasis on Europeans' experience and interpretation of "hot" colonized regions gives a compelling insight into Europeans' experiences of the natural world beyond their borders. Alan Bewell has recently reversed these questions, offering a thoughtful discussion of the ways in which European environmental fears shaped not simply colonial interactions, but British cultural self-perceptions.62 More work remains to be done on interactions of notions of environment between Europeans and the inhabitants of places where European ships landed.

A recent conference on the history of polar expeditions also offers a potentially rich vein of research: what were the governing conceptions of cold and coldness of the European eighteenth and nineteenth centuries?63 How was fear of heat tied to the valorization of cold? And how did this shift in environments in which cold itself became threatening? Harriet Deacon, among others, has begun to explore how the perceived healthfulness of places could change with political and social imperatives.64 Such local studies can help shape further directions in the field of climatological experience.

Medical geography thus held an important place in medical understanding during the post-Enlightenment period of European territorial expansion. It informed European and American concepts of race and empire, it provided a framework for medical investigation, and it underlay popular understanding of places and peoples during a period of intense settlement by Europeans and North Americans.65 Particular technologies, moreover, developed medical geography further as a discourse of state and race.

In the nineteenth-century German states, under the aegis of the geographer and explorer Alexander von Humboldt, medical geography became an exercise in mapping, cartography, and charting diseases and peoples.66 Nicolaas A Rupke has identified a "Humboldtian medicine" which "expanded the scope of the Humboldtian programme to include a systematic study of the global variable of human diseases, making use of the concepts, terminology and representational forms of the new

62 Bewell, Romanticism and Colonial Disease, note 61 above.
64 Harriet Deacon, 'The Politics of Medical Topography: Seeking Healthiness at the Cape during the Nineteenth Century', in Richard Wrigley and George Revill (eds), Pathologies of Travel, Amsterdam and Atlanta, Rodopi, 2000, pp. 279–98.
65 On medical geography in the British imagination of the late eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth centuries, see 'Romantic Medical Geography: Empire, Disease, and the Construction of Pathogenic Environments', in Bewell, Romanticism and Colonial Disease, note 61 above, pp. 27–65.
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plant geography” 67 Several essays in this volume discuss the work of a Humboldtian cadre including Adolf Mühr, Friedrich Schnurrer, and Heinrich Berghaus.68 Cartography was an important dimension of their work: the Humboldtian medical geographers created disease maps modelled after the plant/temperature/altitude correlative maps of Humboldt and shaped by the overall project of assessing large-scale correlations between physical and topographic phenomena.69

The style of disease map pioneered by these investigators held powerful consequences. Nations and populations were soldered to specific climates and regions in their visually powerful and intellectually persuasive mappings. The era of the disease map marked the success of large-scale theoretical systems relating degrees and types of civilizations to types of peoples. Further, the elaborate, richly detailed maps enmeshed plants, diseases, animals, human races and topography in a holistic understanding of environment, conveyed with a visual immediacy and even elegance which furthered their impact—among both professional and popular audiences.70

This prescriptive mapping of peoples performed the work not only of making known, but of making know-able foreign peoples and climes.71 “A good map”, Michael Osborne has observed of the French nineteenth-century medical topography, “showed the bureaucracy of colonization, soldier and settlers how to avoid disease, the key for Europeans operating in the colonies”.72 The disease maps of the Humboldtian medical geographers, like the descriptive medical geographies they often accompanied, were to constitute empire no less than scientific knowledge.

In the context of the United States, the dynamics of colonial engagement similarly tied medical geography to the development and exercise of state power. Gilbert Chinard, in a perceptive but little-noticed article, calls attention to the political use of geographically- and environmentally-related medical and scientific arguments in the conflict between the former eastern American colonies and European colonial powers.73 Chinard analyses the disputes between American Federalists and French

68 See essays by Nicolaas A Rupke and Karen E Wonders, and Rainer Brömer, Chapters 9 and 10 in this volume. Jane R Camerini, in contrast, cautions that not all nineteenth-century medical cartography partook of these “Humboldtian” characteristics and argues for a closer and more detailed examination of the details of specific maps and of the political contexts in which early-nineteenth-century mapmaking took place. See Chapter 11 in this volume.
69 Rupke, op. cit., note 67 above.
70 Though much of the “Humboldtian medical geography” here described took place in the professional scientific literature, it was not confined to that venue: Rainer Brömer has observed that an important 1820s article by Schnurrer was forgotten because it was published in a popular source (this volume, Chapter 10, p. 183). Brömer also calls attention to the commercial success of popularly-oriented work by Schnurrer (p. 185).
72 Osborne, op. cit., note 6 above, p. 82.
monarchists in the late eighteenth century over the nature of North America as a human habitat. French observers—both political figures and scientists—argued that plants, animals, and humans would necessarily degenerate in the New World. Representatives of the U.S. took issue with the specific scientific measurements offered by their French antagonists, but—as Chinard emphasizes—they failed to challenge the fundamental conception of American identity that underlay the French criticisms. Both French and American thinkers accepted the idea of the States as a young people, one experiencing the problems of a youthful civilization. In this sense, the French established the terms of the debate even as they failed to press home specific points of their arguments to patriotic American emissaries.

Medical geography in the nineteenth-century United States also played an important role in the development of the rhetoric of division between North and South. John Harley Warner and John Duffy, among others, have developed this theme.74 Duffy argues that physicians’ interest in the medical geography of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries had a particular valence in the American South. In the context of growing political tensions over slavery, the attention to environment and health led many Southern physicians to argue, first, that blacks were fundamentally different from whites (and, by extension, could be accorded different political rights and privileges), and second, that Southern diseases were peculiar to the South and required distinctively Southern medical training and care. If the underlying argument of Chinard’s article is that medical geography in the Revolutionary period was shaped by and expressed the real action of international politics and diplomacy, Duffy’s contention is that conceptions of medical geography themselves shaped politics and political debates.

Medical geography, a set of practices based around the understanding of how humans—or what kinds of humans—could live and thrive in various environments, was part of the conceptual and material underpinning of the colonialism created by European powers, and was one aspect of the process of self-definition engaged in by a United States at once increasingly powerful and increasingly riven over the course of the nineteenth century. The different courses of colonial endeavours would have a strong effect on the subsequent course of medical geography.

**Twentieth-Century Shifts**

Shifts in the field mark the opening decades of the twentieth century. Historians concur that medical geography quickly faded as a concern of the popular realm. As Dane Kennedy details, the concept of the innate harmfulness of the sun’s rays became discredited by the mid-twentieth century: “heat” began to lose its potency for a public increasingly concerned with “germs”.75 As Warwick Anderson has argued, “tropical neurasthenia” became for many white colonial administrators a


vehicle for the attribution of environmentally-based harm—but one which allowed for both social and etiological flexibility. Freudian analysis of sexual repression began in the early twentieth century to replace concerns for moist heat as the perceived cause of the nervousness and debility of American colonial administrators in the Philippines, but the radical nature of that explanatory shift was to some degree smoothed over by the common currency accorded “tropical neurasthenia”.  

In the early part of the twentieth century, the older language and concerns of medical geography were taken up by those interested in diseases of hot climates, but with a fundamentally different epistemic basis. “Tropical medicine”, rather than “medical geography”, became the rubric under which to investigate diseases of “whites” in “dark” lands. The concept of “environment” lost much of its holistic embrace, becoming instead of a unified set of influences a more narrow harbourer of pathogens.

Recent accounts provide more nuance to our understanding of the extent and nature of this shift. Warwick Anderson, in his work on Australian medicine and national identity, contends that the opening decades of the twentieth century witnessed a change in white Australians’ perception of the locus of infection. In-sanitary native bodies, rather than a hostile tropical environment, became pathologized in an Australian literature dominated by concern over white settlement. In this transformation, older frameworks of acclimatization fell by the wayside: disease became mobile, no longer tied to a static environmental or racial identity. These changes had important consequences for ideas of race. “[W]hite Australia”, Anderson argues, “could be represented as a medical necessity, not just a national goal”. In Anderson’s account, the successful challenge to medical geographic thinking raised by economic and social arguments for white settlement of the Australian North marked both the triumph of laboratory science over a hoary environmental determinism and a concomitant revitalization of human agency over a once-powerful environment. “[M]edicine was not just a means of knowing a territory”, Anderson argues, “it offered ... an opportunity to reshape it”.

Other accounts point toward the co-existence of concepts of environmental determinism and medical geography and newer ideas of laboratory pathology and germ theory. W F Bynum, for example, has observed that the identification of mosquitoes as the vector for malaria “simply reinforced the sense of place for malaria”

77 Ackerknecht, *Malaria in the Upper Mississippi Valley*, note 28 above. Warwick Anderson argues for the creation of tropical medicine out of an older framework based around acclimatization in his ‘Immunities of Empire’, note 59 above. On the “pre-history” of tropical medicine, see Arnold (ed.), *op. cit.*, note 6 above.
78 See Anderson’s article in this volume, p. 159.
80 Thompson, *op. cit.*, note 25 above, p. 125.
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in India. Michael Osborne similarly discusses the ways in which Hippocratic doctrine accommodated germ theory in late-nineteenth-century France.

Recent scholarship also identifies disciplinary changes, rather than strictly scientific developments, as one important element in the decline of medical environmentalism in the early twentieth century. In Germany, as Nicolaas Rupke has observed, the field faded by the turn of the century, victim less of the bacteriological revolution than of failure to become associated with a vision of humanist reform. Michael Osborne has noted that in the French tradition, medical geography, which had emerged from concerns of French military ventures, largely disappeared back into the field of military hygiene in the early twentieth century. Medical geography failed not because of epistemological rift, but because of the failure of hygiene as a discipline. While no one story of shifts in medical geography may coalesce from these accounts, they bring to the forefront the deeply context-dependent nature of interpretations of health and environment.

In the early twentieth century, scientific and medical practices shifted focus away from the older pursuits of medical environmentalism. That which characterized "environment" changed: the laboratory, rather than the romantic frontiers of Humboldt, increasingly became the site of understanding. The contrast between country practitioners doggedly measuring rainfall in St Louis in the mid-nineteenth century with white-coated scientists in portable lab tents in the early twentieth speaks volumes for changes in visions of environment and disease. Yet some historical work suggests that the language and fears of medical environmentalism often persisted. An old suspicion of environment as a potentially menacing whole creeps into bacteriologically-based reports; older racial hierarchies and fears of white degeneration remain, explained in somewhat different terms.

Out of multiple possibilities of the Second World War emerged a world in which research priorities set by the Anglo/European countries held disproportionate influence. Studies in medical geography—like much else—were transformed after the war. From the perspective of many contemporary health geographers, the immediate post-war period proved a time of re-grouping and renewed focus. The early 1950s saw an invigoration of the discourse of medical geography, spurred by the institutional recognition of the field granted by the International Geographic

82 This volume, Chapter 2, p. 43.
84 This volume, Chapter 2, pp. 43–50.
85 For one exception, which presages much subsequent work in medical geography, see Edgar Sydenstricker, Health and Environment, New York and London, McGraw-Hill, 1933.
86 Paul, op. cit., note 1 above, is typical of recent practitioners who cast the history of medical geography as experiencing a rebirth because of the Second World War. This marks a difference in periodization: historian Mirko Grmek, in contrast, insisted that the First World War was a defining moment in the history of medical geography because of the vast numbers of soldiers who were shipped to various parts of the world, Grmek, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 1087.
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Union. A 1951 article by the French geographer Jacques May, in particular, is credited by later medical geographers as setting the agenda for the subsequent development of the field. In this and subsequent works, May alerted geographers to the possibilities of studying relations between health and environments. In 1977, the journal Social Science and Medicine—one important venue for the publication of works dealing with issues of medical geography—re-published May's groundbreaking article. The journal also printed in 1978 the never-before-published report to a quadrennial Congress of the International Geographical Union in 1952. In the introduction to this publication, Andrew Learmonth cited the "current wave of interest in medical geography" and argued that these texts are "historic documents of the evolution of our field of study at the crucial post-war renaissance stage."

The professional orientation of the field given renewed emphasis by May followed his lead. As Bimal Kanti Paul's historical account in Social Science and Medicine notes, "it was the physician, not the geographer, who contributed solely to the early development of medical geography. In contrast, the current development of the discipline is being widely contributed to by the geographer." A geographic view of medicine and health pervades much recent work. This shift is particularly evident in two major themes of the last half century in medical geography: disease ecology and health care delivery. From the early 1970s, one trend in Anglo and North American medical geography has been the study of health services and the cultural
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88 Jacques M May, 'Medical Geography: Its Methods and Objectives', Social Science and Medicine, 1977, 11: 715–30 (reprinted from Geographical Review, 1951, 51 (9); on May's influence, see, for example, Paul, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 399; and Grmek, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 1090.


90 May, 'Medical Geography: Its Methods and Objectives', note 88 above. Other mid-century works were similarly republished: see Jacques May, 'History, Definition, and Problems of Medical Geography: A General Review', Social Science and Medicine, 1978, 12D: 211–19; and Max Sorre, 'Principes de Cartographie Appliqués à l'Ecologie Humaine', Social Science and Medicine, 1978, 12D: 238–50.

91 Learmonth, 'Introduction', note 87 above.

92 Learmonth, 'Introduction', note 87 above, p. 207.

93 Paul, op. cit., note 1 above, p. 402.


95 My understanding of recent trends—as well as these and many of the following citations to current work—is greatly indebted to Wil Gesler. My thanks for his interest and generosity: our correspondence leaves me hopeful about the possibilities for cross-disciplinary conversation that this essay attempts to promote. For attempts to bring these two fields together, see J Mayer, 'Relations between Two Traditions in Medical Geography: Health Systems Planning and Geographical Epidemiology', Progress in Human Geography, 1982, 6: 216–30; and G F Pyle and B M Lauer, 'Comparing Spatial Configurations: Hospital Service Areas and Disease Rates,' Economic Geography, 1975, 51: 50–68.
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day of healthcare provision. Disease studies have further broadened to include mental health under the rubric of medical geography. Older themes, however, still emerge: the influence of geography has deepened the reliance of medical geography on increasingly elaborate techniques of measurement, quantification, and visualization, with the development of Global Information Systems in recent years.

Another element of recent medical geographical scholarship has been the mapping of the so-called “emerging diseases”—especially AIDS—of the last ten years. Such work, however, carries with it implicit assumptions about both environments and disease. The very notion of “emerging disease” implicates a global geography cast as aggressively and threateningly modern. Highly-developed systems of transport and commerce—as well as increasingly porous national boundaries and interconnected economic relations—are seen as integral to the “success” of these ills. Characterizations of human geography are thus central to the concept of “emerging diseases” which crystallizes a set of cultural fears in the contemporary industrial world. The language surrounding emerging diseases is only now beginning to be critiqued and historically situated. Such historical work may illuminate more fully how the notion of “emergence” itself implies a sense of space as much cultural as it is medical.

In other ways, historians’ work reflects some of the same priorities as geographers. Chris Philo’s “Fit localities for an asylum”: The Historical Geography of the Nineteenth-century “Mad-business” in England as Viewed through the Pages of the Asylum Journal attends to the geography of institutions in the past in a way which mirrors current attention to the geography of institutions, health services, and

---
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health delivery. Moreover, other recent historical work has followed trends in geography toward understanding the historical geography of insanity and mental health. Philo’s article was published in a journal devoted to historical geography: even the history of the field, as well as its practice, has in recent years shifted in the direction of geography. Much as in the 1930s and 1940s, practice and history-making once again converge.

Conclusion: Current Possibilities

This search for ancestors has uncovered some skeletal, others already fleshed out and clothed in the garments of historical scholarship. Such a genealogy can be in many ways instructive—encouraging, for instance, comparisons between the medical geography of different national contexts—but it carries within it the source of its own bafflement. Hippocrates, pliable indeed, recurs throughout medical geographical scholarship, but with more enthusiasm than exactitude. His followers in early-nineteenth-century France or North America might not recognize a shared heritage with the earnestly historically-minded geographers of the early twenty-first century who also call attention to their links with the “Father of Medicine”.

“Medical geography” preoccupied many medical practitioners’ energies throughout the nineteenth century, yet works of medical geography or topography of different countries or national traditions proceed from fundamentally disparate influences. One can discover a family resemblance but not a shared history. Connecting the dots between major figures—as Ackerknecht or Sigerist would wisely have admonished—creates some interesting configurations, but one drawn only with thin lines. Future work may well focus on the spaces between, around, and among the lines traced in this kind of family tree.

Almost all the work in the field to date—and much of that reviewed thus far—relates to the history of professional or elite ideas. Work on the broader popular understandings of environmental health in early modern and nineteenth-century England indicates the rich possibilities for research on lay perspectives on health and geography. Karen Ordahl Kupperman’s essay on English fears of the sun in colonial settings is representative of the strengths of this kind of analysis.

104 Caroline Hannaway’s work (note 1 above) is one exception.
106 Kupperman, op. cit., note 56 above.
Kupperman explores seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Anglo-American colonists' perceptions of the sun. Kupperman uses European colonists' own frameworks of the relationship of health and place to discuss the ways in which they responded to an environment they perceived as deceptively threatening. At the same time, Kupperman uses modern medical frameworks which draw on an understanding of the geography of diseases and the differing impacts of different climates in her explication of historical texts. Her work thus offers a nuanced account of past conceptions as well as present knowledge. It provides a opening into both popular perceptions and professional discourse which other scholarship could fruitfully follow.

Scholarship on the American scene also offers engaging possibilities for the cultural history of medical geographic thinking. Historians have argued not only for the impact of environmentalist thinking on professional medicine, but for its influence on the broader culture, contending, for instance, that widespread belief in the interrelationship of health and location had important effects on the movements of populations. John Baur, for example, has observed of the American nineteenth century that "The search for health play[ed] an important secondary role in the movement of population to the Far West", and Sheila Rothman's detailed study of travel as a treatment for consumption in the nineteenth century reinforces his claim. Beneath this quest for well-being lay a fundamental conviction that health was indeed tied to place. Travellers since the American colonial period employed what Michael Owen Jones terms "a rudimentary concept of medical geography", one that was reflected in travel advice literature. My own work on the cultural geography of health in the American West reveals that ideas about health and environment formed part of a widely-held "common sense" of the American nineteenth century. A popular geography of health shaped Americans' interactions with their environments in ways that held not only demographic, but political and economic consequences.

Travel itself emerges as a touchpoint in many works, but has only recently been identified both as organizing principle and as itself a locus of pathology. Work such as the recent volume Pathologies of Travel promises to expand the insights of the history of medical geography better to comprehend the dangers experienced in travel itself and—as, for instance, Tim Cresswell undertakes—the ways in which popular and professional understanding agreed on seeing ill-health as residing in explicitly travelling "bodies".


Moreover, historians of medicine have recently begun to re-examine the history of occupational health, extending “environment” into interior spaces and the workplace. Recent work by Michelle Murphy on Sick Building Syndrome and Multiple Chemical Sensitivity pushes further into the interstices of relations between selves and surroundings. Examining what she terms the “gendered mutual embrace between bodies and the built environment”, Murphy investigates environments as they are created by and in the reactions and responses of the human form. Her examination, however, does not stop at the safe walls of a constructed environment. Bodies themselves, she continues, are constructed by the gendered and class-defined spaces and regimes of work: the task of inhabitants of late-capitalist American culture is to “build yourself a body in a safe space.”

These cultural dimensions of medical geographic thinking have been taken up in recent years not only by historians, but by geographers. A recent “cultural turn” among some geographers involved in medical geography has highlighted the symbolic and socially-mediated aspects of health and place. Geographers like Wilbert M Gesler have begun to explore why and how certain places are perceived to be therapeutic, focusing on the ways in which different places serve to reflect and
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114 Murphy, ‘The “Elsewhere within Here”’, note 113 above, p. 99.

115 From the title of Murphy, ‘The “Elsewhere within Here”’, note 113 above.
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construct notions of well-being.\textsuperscript{117} Spas and healing springs in particular have emerged as a locus of interest not only for geographers, but for historians of health and medicine.\textsuperscript{118} Symbolic and perceptual environments, as well as material ones, invite both historians and geographers.\textsuperscript{119}

Many other areas remain unexplored. Though connections with military medicine have been noted, historians of military endeavours could do more to draw out the ways in which concepts of health and environment affected other colonial and military practices. Further work on the problematic relations between tropical medicine and medical geography has the potential to expand an understanding of how changing etiological conceptions of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries played themselves out in practice and in popular discourse.

Additionally, much historical work remains to be done on the interaction of Anglo/European ideas of medical environmentalism with those of other cultures, notably the Islamic countries, and on the development of Soviet medical geography in the twentieth century. Future scholarship may well allow a more broadly connective approach in subsequent surveys of the field.

Within contemporary medical geographic circles, debate over future directions is both fierce and, perhaps, historically resonant. During the 1990s, advocates of a turn to a more social-theory oriented medical geography—notably Robin Kearns—have issued calls to “reform” within the field.\textsuperscript{120} Kearns and other advocates of change emphasize the perceptual meanings with which people shape environments, and the meanings which places give the people within them. Opponents have argued that existing frameworks in medical geography allow ample scope to factors in the social realm, and have stressed the need for medical geography to remain close to its roots in exact measurement and statistical analysis.\textsuperscript{121} This tension—broadly


\textsuperscript{119} For other works on perceptual environment, see also the works of Curtin, Kennedy, Merrens and Terry, and Puckrein, notes 55 and 56 above. The recently-founded journal \textit{Health and Place} promises much from geographers along this line of inquiry.

\textsuperscript{120} Robin Kearns, ‘Place and Health: Toward a Reformed Medical Geography’, \textit{Professional Geographer}, 1993, \textbf{45}: 139–47. Again, my thanks to Wil Gesler for sharing his thoughts on this debate.

speaking, between those seeking to locate and prevent disease, and those seeking to trace its social geography—marks publications within the field as well as struggles over the symbolism of nomenclature within it.\textsuperscript{122} The power of history comes into play, as one set of voices within current work calls on the strength of an enduring historical tradition, and another clamours for bold new directions.\textsuperscript{123} History-making is under dispute in this conflict: the perceived history of the field is mobilized both to give energy to calls for change and renewal, and to support the venerable strengths of a discipline worth preserving. Hippocrates, however guardedly, resurfaces, as historical ancestors come up once more for review.

Yet are those who would challenge the history of medical geography striking off in a direction so new? In many ways, calls in the 1990s for a social geography of health and for the place of humanism within medical geography are reminiscent both in scholarly purpose and in political aims of those who first forwarded “geographical medicine” as an avenue of study within medical history. The leaders who pushed for social medicine in the United States of the 1930s had in mind both a historical sensibility and a set of political objectives when they focused on the geographic factors of illness across time. Though Sigerist’s or Ackerknecht’s attention to the movements of peoples and politics which shaped diseases in past eras lacked the theoretical vocabulary of today’s “political ecology” and “cultural geography”, today’s calls for “reform” among medical geographers may have historical roots as deep as those of the voices of “tradition” they oppose. Time remains to prove, however, which set of perspectives gains the advantage in allocating precious organizational and publishing resources in the future—and whose sense of history will determine the latest in the field’s historical figurings.

This essay has rehearsed some squabbles between kin, brushed the dust off several ancestral portraits, and searched out a few distant relations who might also fit under a shared roof. Though no one family chart may satisfy all claimants, perhaps this work will help some cousins discover in each other shared traits inherited from a forgotten forebear. May the work of this entire volume invite more family stories, as well as more descendants to share—however fractiously—in an inheritance which seems likely to grow.

\footnote{\textsuperscript{122}Recent meetings of the Medical Geography Specialty Group of the Association of American Geographers have been the site of conflict between those wishing to retain the historical power of “Medical Geography” and those wishing to push the field into new directions under the rubric of “Health Geography”. My thanks to Wil Gesler for sharing his thoughts on these matters.}